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Summary
The purpose of this article is to identify the features of restriction of ownership on the subjects of technology transfer regarding production of medicines and the right to run business on the import of medicines in conditions of conflict and temporary occupation.

The methodological basis of the conducted research is the general methods of scientific cognitivism as well as concerning those used in legal science: methods of analysis and synthesis, formal logic, comparative law etc.

When determining the legitimate purpose of restriction, it is necessary to apply the principle of proportionality, which is the concordance of measures applied to the above entities in order to limit the exercise of their rights with those public values that are protected by such restriction. On the procedural level, the State having realized the right for withdrawal has to comprehensively inform the General Secretary of the Council of Europe as for the measures taken and the reasons for them, as well as the time when those measures have ceased to apply and the provisions of the Convention are profoundly applied again. As the case law of the European Court of Human Rights shows, the derogation from the obligations under the Convention must have territorial and temporal specifications.

The following features of the constitutional and legal regulation of restriction of property rights for subjects of technology transfer to the production of medicines are revealed: 1) restrictions on the implementation of these rights should be provided by the law, which must meet the following requirements: clarity, accuracy, accessibility; 2) the measure is a temporal one; 3) the range of entities in respect of which it is applied to are the subjects of technology transfer being residents of the aggressor country; 4) legitimate purpose of implementation is protection of public values (national security, life and health of persons staying on the territory of Ukraine, territorial integrity, etc.); 5) necessary in democratic society.
The following features of the constitutional and legal regulation of restrictions on the right for running business activities regarding import of medicines during conflict and temporary occupation of the part of the territory of Ukraine by the Russian Federation are revealed: 1) restrictions on the exercise of these rights are provided by the Law of Ukraine “On Foreign Economic Activity” from 04.07.2017 №18.1-07/18369, which meets the following requirements: clarity, accuracy, accessibility; 2) the measure is temporal one; 3) the range of entities in respect of which it is applied to is addressed to the applicants of medicinal products, alternative and/or potential manufacturers, applicants-holders of registration certificates of which are the subjects of the Russian Federation; 4) legitimate purpose of implementation is protection of life and health of persons staying on the territory of Ukraine in connection with the impossibility of providing Ukraine with proper control over the quality of production of medicines within the Russian Federation; 5) necessary in democratic society.
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ensuring property rights in Ukraine; the right of everyone to apply onto international judicial institutions and international organizations, etc.

The purpose of this article is to identify the features of restriction of ownership on the subjects of technology transfer regarding production of medicines and the right to run business on the import of medicines in conditions of conflict and temporary occupation.

2. Legal, economic, organizational and financial principles of state regulation as for activities in the field of technology transfer

The Law of Ukraine “On State Regulation of Activity in the Sphere of Transfer of Technologies” defines legal, economic, organizational and financial principles of state regulation as for activities in the field of technology transfer and aims to ensure effective use of scientific, technical and intellectual potential of Ukraine, as well as the protection of property rights for domestic technologies and/or their components on the territory of the states where their use is planned or being carried out, expansion of international scientific and technical cooperation in this field. Legislation on state regulation of activities in the field of technology transfer is based on the Constitution of Ukraine, the Civil Code of Ukraine, the Economic Code of Ukraine, the laws of Ukraine “On Foreign Economic Activity”, “On Scientific and Scientific and Technical Expertise”, “On Scientific and Scientific and Technical Activity”, “On Protection Against Unfair Competition”, other normative legal acts, as well as current international treaties of Ukraine, consent for obligation of which was approved by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (Parliament of Ukraine) in the field of scientific and technical cooperation, innovation, technology transfer.

By ratifying international treaties such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Ukraine has committed itself to internationally establishing on effective domestic mechanism to ensure the human rights guaranteed by them. During armed conflict and other public insecurity that threatens the life of the nation, the state has the right to withdraw from certain agreed obligations. This is provided by the above-mentioned international documents. In 2015, Ukraine applied the derogation. Thus, on May 21, 2015, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted a resolution “On the Statement of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine “On Ukraine’s waiver of certain obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms”. The Statement approves that “in order to ensure the vital interests of society and the state is facing armed aggression by the Russian Federation, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine and other public authorities have to make decisions that derogate from Ukraine’s obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms”.

3. The point of view on derogations

As E. M. Hafner-Bjorton, L. R. Helfer, and S. J. Fariss rightly point out, derogations belong to the “rescue mechanisms” for the state, which perform several beneficial functions (Hafner-Bjorton, 2011). The flexibility they provide acts as an “insurance policy”, reassuring governments that they can legitimately waive certain contractual obligations during a crisis. Constitutional scholars and scientists of international law come to agreement that provisions to derogate from human rights obligations, especially in such a sensitive area as health care, must meet strict international standards and be subject to strict monitoring mechanisms (Hafner-Bjorton, 2011; Khrystova, 2018).

Article 29 of the Law of Ukraine “On Foreign Economic Activity” provides for measures taken by Ukraine in response to discriminatory and/or unfriendly actions against Ukraine applied by the state and recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as an aggressor state and/or an occupying state. The Article 21 of the Law of Ukraine “On State Regulation of Activity in the Sphere of Transfer of Technologies” does not allow the conclusion of agreements on technology transfer, which provide for the import of technologies and/or their components into Ukraine that may harm the environment or human health. The measures taken by the Ministry of Health of Ukraine to withdraw from circulation on the
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territory of Ukraine medicines manufactured on the territory of the Russian Federation, as well as on the territories of Ukraine not controlled by the Government of Ukraine is legitimate right of Ukraine as a sovereign state to protect its constitutional and democratic order. With these measures, Ukraine not only publicly demonstrates its “repressive” policy, aligning its actions with international standards, but also aims to reduce the prevalence and scale of potential human rights violations in the field of health care.

In this regard, the point of view of E. M. Hafner-Bjorton, L. R. Helfer, and S. J. Fariss on derogations that are to be the rational response to internal political uncertainty (Hafner-Bjorton, 2011). On the contrary, they seem to be evidence of political determination and the desire of the state to fulfill properly its international obligations in conditions of conflict and temporary occupation.

4. The application of derogations under the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

We also agree with G. Hristova that the restrictions should be necessary, temporary and lawful and be carried out within the legal framework, in compliance with the requirements set by them (Khrystova, 2018). The application of derogations under the Convention presupposes compliance with the following procedural and substantive conditions: the right for withdrawal may be exercised only during war or other public insecurity threatening the life of the nation; the State may take measures to derogate from its obligations according to the Convention only to the extent required by the urgency of the situation; any derogations may not be incompatible with other obligations of the State under international law (Deshko, 2018; Deshko, 2020; Khrystova, 2018; Nechyporuk, 2020).

T. Slinko draws attention to the fact that “... in accordance with the Constitution of Ukraine, owners, exercising the right for ownership, must comply with the Constitutional provisions on ownership obligations. It must not be used to the detriment of person or society. Also, the use of property may not harm the rights and freedoms and dignity of citizens, the interests of society. ... it follows from the systematic analysis of the provisions of the Constitution of Ukraine that the right for ownership may be limited. The right of a state to restrict the possession, use and disposal of property is also defined by the First Protocol to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. ... The state has the right to “enact such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest (Slinko, 2018).

This view is seen debatable as for ownership of technology and medicines transfer. First, the right for medicines is a structural element of the right for medical aid, and the right for medical aid is a guarantee of the right for life. The Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms does not allow any non-derogative rights regarding the right for life, except in cases of death as the consequence of lawful hostilities. Thus, if a patient is not provided with quality medical care due to a state’s ban on the transfer of medicinal product or the transfer of the manufactured product from another country, which would violate the right for life, the Convention does not allow such a derogation from the right for life. It is also not allowed to deviate from the prohibition of torture and cruel or degrading treatment in connection with the state’s ban on the transfer of medicinal product manufacture or transfer of products from another country, so the patient is not provided with quality medical care and the patient is subjected to suffer due to the lack of treatment with this drug(s), which is tantamount to torture, humiliating or degrading treatment.

Secondly, indeed, the Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 of the Convention guarantees everyone the right for owning property peacefully. In particular, this statement can be applied to the object of technology, i. e. scientific and scientifically applied results, objects of intellectual property rights, which reflect the list, timing, procedure and sequence of operations, the process of production and/or sale and storage of products, provision of services, etc. Technology transfer involves the transfer of technology, which is formalized by concluding a bilateral or multilateral agreement between individuals and/or legal entities, which establishes changes or terminates property rights and obligations in relation to technology and/or its components.
At the same time, with regard to the transfer of technology for the production of medicines, the transfer of medicines, the right for peaceful property owning, which is guaranteed by the Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 to the Convention, is the guarantee of realization of the right for life and the prohibition of torture and cruel or degrading treatment, and the State may not derogate from it if it may or it does violate the above-mentioned rights by preventing improper quality medical treatment.

5. Conclusions

When determining the legitimate purpose of restriction, it is necessary to apply the principle of proportionality, which is the concordance of measures applied to the above entities in order to limit the exercise of their rights with those public values that are protected by such restriction. On the procedural level, the State having realized the right for withdrawal has to comprehensively inform the General Secretary of the Council of Europe as for the measures taken and the reasons for them, as well as the time when those measures have ceased to apply and the provisions of the Convention are profoundly applied again. In addition, as the case law of the European Court of Human Rights shows, the derogation from the obligations under the Convention must have territorial and temporal specifications.

6. Results

The following features of the constitutional and legal regulation of restriction of property rights for subjects of technology transfer to the production of medicines are revealed: 1) restrictions on the implementation of these rights should be provided by the law, which must meet the following requirements: clarity, accuracy, accessibility; 2) the measure is a temporal one; 3) the range of entities in respect of which it is applied to are the subjects of technology transfer being residents of the aggressor country; 4) legitimate purpose of implementation is protection of public values (national security, life and health of persons staying on the territory of Ukraine, territorial integrity, etc.); 5) necessary in democratic society.

The following features of the constitutional and legal regulation of restrictions on the right for running business activities regarding import of medicines during conflict and temporary occupation of the part of the territory of Ukraine by the Russian Federation are revealed: 1) restrictions on the exercise of these rights are provided by the Law of Ukraine “On Foreign Economic Activity” from 04.07.2017 №18.1-07/18369, which meets the following requirements: clarity, accuracy, accessibility; 2) the measure is temporal one; 3) the range of entities in respect of which it is applied to is addressed to the applicants of medicinal products, alternative and/or potential manufacturers, applicants-holders of registration certificates of which are the subjects of the Russian Federation; 4) legitimate purpose of implementation is protection of life and health of persons staying on the territory of Ukraine in connection with the impossibility of providing Ukraine with proper control over the quality of production of medicines within the Russian Federation; 5) necessary in democratic society.
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Зазначається, що при визначенні легітимної мети обмеження необхідно застосовувати принцип про-
порційності, що полягає у співвідношенні заходів, які застосовуються до вище зазначених суб'єктів з метою
обмежити реалізацію їх прав, з тими суспільними цінностями, які захищаються шляхом здійснення такого
обмеження. На процедурному рівні, держава, використавши це право на відступ, у повному обсязі повинна інфор-
mувати Генерального секретаря Ради Європи про вжиті нею заходи і причини їх вжиття, а також повідомити
про час, коли такі заходи перестали застосовуватися, а положення Конвенції знову застосовуються повною
мірою. Крім того, як свідчить практика Європейського суду з прав людини, відступ від зобов'язань за Конвенцією
повинен мати територіальний і тимчасовий характер.

Виявлено такі особливості конституційно-правового регулювання обмеження права власності суб'єктів
трансферу технологій у виробництво лікарських засобів: 1) обмеження щодо реалізації цих прав має бути
передбачено законом, який має відповідати таким вимогам: ясність, чіткість, доступність; 2) захід є заходом
tимчасового характеру; 3) коло суб'єктів, щодо яких засосовується – суб'єкти трансферу технологій - рези-
dенти країни-агресора; 4) легітимна мета здійснення - захист суспільних цінностей (національної безпеки,
життя і здоров’я осіб, які перебувають на території України, територіальної цілісної міцності та ін); 5) є необхідним
у демократичному суспільстві. Виявлено такі особливості конституційно-правового регулювання обмеження
права на здійснення підприємницької діяльності з імпорту лікарських засобів в умовах конфлікту та тимча-
сової окупації Російською Федерацією частини території України: 1) обмеження щодо реалізації цих прав пе-
редбачається Законом України «Про зовнішньоекономічну діяльність», листом Міністерства охорони здоров'я
України від 04.07.2017 року №18.1-07/18369, який відповідає таким вимогам: ясність, чіткість, доступність;
2) захід є заходом тимчасового характеру; 3) коло суб'єктів, щодо яких засосовується – адресовані заявлівниками
лікарських засобів, альтернативним та/або потенційним виробникам, заявлівникам-власникам реєстраційних по-
свідчень яких є суб'єкти Російської Федерації; 4) легітимна мета здійснення – захист життя і здоров’я осіб, які
перебувають на території України у зв’язку з неможливістю забезпечення Україною належного контролю за
якістю виробництва лікарських засобів в РФ; 5) є необхідним у демократичному суспільстві.

Ключові слова: лікарські засоби; права людини; трансфер технологій; міжнародне співробітництво; де-
рогації; право на підприємницьку діяльність; право на охорону здоров’я, медичну допомогу та медичне страху-
вання.